
1. Before removing door, mark desired position for unit on
    bottom of door.  (Fig. 1)
    Remove door by pulling hinge pins.
          Hint .. position flat screw driver to catch top of pin
          and tap upward with hammer.

2. Use supplied "Door Hole Template" to trace entrance 
    hole outline.  (Fig. 2)
    Use jigsaw to carefully cut entrance hole.
    
3. Use the supplied screws to fasten the frames to the door : 
    A. Place one frame underneath the opening (Back-Side up).  
        Position it so that you can see all four holes.  (Fig.3a)
    B. While holding this frame underneath the opening, 
        place the other frame (Front-Side up) on top of the opening.
        (Fig. 3b)
    C. Insert two screws in the large counter sunk holes in the top
         frame and tighten slightly. Continue to tighten these two screws 
         until the frame assembly is snug to the door.  (Fig 4)
    E. Flip the door over and fasten the remaining two screws 
        the same way.. 
            

                  
4. 

Note... Check to make sure the frame assembly is properly 
                       aligned on the door before tightening all four screws.  
                       Do not over-tighten the screws - only tight enough to 
                       hold the frame assembly in place.
               

Fold the brush so that it matches the shape of the frame 
     and insert the middle of brush into top of frame opening. 
      Press the brush into place so that tabs on back of brush
      rest on lower screws.  
            Note … If brush does not fit into the space between
                         the frames - you may have to loosen the 
                         screws slightly.
  
5. Reinstall the door by inserting the top hinge-pin first. 
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NOTE: Installation Photos can be viewed on …  
Http://www.CAT-DOOR.net
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